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ABSTRACT
The disposal of the glass portion of solid waste lS
an

ever~growing

problem in the U.S.

In order to find new

suggested as a possible solution.
uses for waste glass,

and recycling has been

investigatio ns have been conducted

to determine if the glass could be used as an aggregate
ln bituminous concrete mixtures.

As part of the overall

investigati on, this study was concerned with investigatin g
the skid resistance properties of the glass aggregate
mixtures, called glasphalt.

The objectives were to compare

the skid resistance of varlous bituminous mixtures using
aggregate combination s ranglng from all glass to all conventional aggregate and to determine if the skid resistance
is high enough to permit safe vehicle operation under wet
road conditions.
The major portion of the testing consisted of taking
wet skid resistance measurement s using a

British Portable

Skid Resistance Tester at two field installation s located
near the University of Missouri-Ro lla.
consisted of ten l-l/2 by l

One installatio n

foot test patches, two patches

for each of five different mixes, placed in a street near
the Rolla campus.

The mixes used included one consisting of

all glass; one of river gravel and glass; one of river
gravel and river sand; one of crushed rock and glass; and
one of crushed rock and river sand.
was a

561 foot long,

The other installatio n

20 foot wide section of glasphalt

iii

overla y placed on an access road to the Unive rsity genera l
servic es buildi ng.

Both instal lation s were placed during

the summe r of 1970 and skid resist ance measu rement s have
been taken at interv als since then.

Some additi onal data

has been collec ted for glasph alt field instal lation s ln
three other states and Canada .
It was conclu ded that an aspha ltic pavem ent using allglass aggreg ates will give a lower skid resist ance than a
conve ntiona l aggreg ate pavem ent using the same grada tion of
mater ial.

No conclu sions could be drawn concer ning the

effect on skid resist ance of substi tution of glass for the
sand slze aggreg ate in aspha ltic pavem ents.

Based on

data taken at interv als rangin g from one day to one year
after the pavem ent was placed , i t was determ ined that glasphalt pavem ents could provid e adequ ate skid resist ance
for speeds lower than about 40 mph.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
Richard D.

Vaughn, Director of the Bureau of Solid

Waste Management, made the statement, "An estimated 900
million pounds of solid wastes of all types are produced
in the United States every day.

What to do with these

solid wastes, how to dispose of them without needlessly
endangering public health and welfare and how to recover
and reuse valuable material now

'thrown away' are among

the most challenging and perplexing of current national
problems."

(1)

The traditional methods of solid waste disposal have
been incineration and burial.

Seventy-five percent of the

nation's trash goes into the oldest formal disposal system
known, the open dump.
water pollution.

It is a source of land, air, and

About 15 percent of our solid wastes is

disposed of by incineration.

(2)

This process lS capable

of reducing the amount of waste by 80 -

95 percent but the

remaining residue must still be disposed of.
our problem but does not solve it.

This helps

In addition, incinera-

tion is relatively expensive and a source of air pollution.
Rising sanitation standards and an increasing urbanization of the population, which has made land for disposal
expenslve or unavailable, have served to make the traditional dumping and burning unacceptable.

(3)

The dumping
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method can be improved by controlled dumping in a

sanitary

landfill; the incineratio n method, by controlled burning;
but, the problem still has not been entirely eliminated.
An interesting approach to the problem is to salvage
the waste material, i.e., separate i t into its components
for reuse.

A method for recycling the solid waste, either

partially or totally, would help save the nation's resources, reduce water and air pollution from dumping and burnlng, eliminate the eyesores of open dumps, and eliminate the
need for large areas of landfill.
Feasibility studies of salvage operations have usually
been based on monetary considerati ons alone.
have not been encouraging for two reasons.

These studies
First, separa-

tion of the waste materials has usually been done by hand
labor; thus, i t has been subject to rising labor costs.
Second, the prices of salvaged materials have been decreasing due to the availabilit y of cleaner or cheaper natural
materials.
Some new methods of salvage and reclamation have been
developed and still more new methods need to be discovered.
Reclamation plants could be attractivel y housed and located
close to the source of refuse.

(3)

They would be pollu-

tion-free and would reduce disposal costs through recovery
of valuable products.
Salvage and reclamation of waste material may not be
economicall y feasible now or ln the future, but from an
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ecological point of view, it appears to be our only
alternative.

A scientific report prepared for the Senate

Public Works Committee in 1968 stated:

"It is now evident

that the industrial economy of the United States must undergo a shift from a use-and-discard approach to a closed cycle
of use and salvage, reprocess and reuse."

(2, p.

38)

Glass is a constituent of solid waste that has been
considered capable of being recycled.

It has been esti-

mated that Americans throw away 26 billion bottles each
year.

(4)

These bottles will not burn, rust, or rot.

They take up extra room in landfills if they are not broken
and account for about 44 percent of the residue left after
incineration of waste.

(5)

It has been suggested that waste glass might be a
suitable aggregate for use in bituminous concrete mixtures.
The glass could be used ln building and repairing streets
in urban areas where it lS collected.

This would reduce

the need to bring aggregates into the city and would also
reduce the amount of landfill required for disposal and
the amount of material to be hauled to it.

Since there lS

a steady demand for aggregates for street maintenance, the
market for waste glass would be relatively steady.

The

money saved from the use of the waste glass in the city
could be considered in the economic feasibility study of
the salvage operation.

4

The feasibility of using glass as an aggregate ln
bituminous concrete mixtures depends upon its performance
in the concrete itself.

The properties used to evaluate

a bituminous concrete are the following:

durability,

stability, flexibility, skid resistance, and workability.
Some of these properties have been evaluated in a M.S.
thesis done at the University of Missouri-Rolla.

(6)

Conclusions based on the study indicate that an asphaltic
mixture using a crushed glass aggregate (called "glasphalt")
can be designed to satisfy the Marshall Design Criteria for
medium traffic suggested by The Asphalt Institute.

(7)

The study indicated that some degradation of the glass
aggregate takes place during laboratory preparation and
testing and that stripping of the asphalt from the glass
due to the presence of water can be reduced by uslng an
anti-stripping compound or eliminated by using a hydrated
lime mineral filler in the mixture.

Further work done at

the University indicates that conventional placing and
compacting operations can be used with the glasphalt
mixture.

(8)

One property of glasphalt that has not been studied
lS its skid resistance.

Reference has been made to the

way ln which the flat glass particles orient themselves
with their flat sides parallel to the pavement surface,
and that" ... it appears that they [glasphalt pavements]
may exhibit a

low coefficient of friction due to the
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relativ ely large area occupie d by the large smooth
particl es."

(8, 9)

The skid resista nce proper ties of

glasph alt are to be investi gated in this thesis.
B.

Objecti ves
The objecti ves of this investi gation were as follows :
1.

Determi ne the skid resista nce values of
various bitumin ous mixes ranging from convention al mixes using regular aggrega tes
to glass-a sphalt mixture s, i.e., glasph alt.

2.

Determ ine if this skid resista nce is high
enough to permit safe vehicle travel under
wet road conditi ons.
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II.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

No references could be found on the skid-resistance
properties of bituminous pavements using glass as an
aggregate.

For this reason,

it was necessary to use

references pertaining to conventional pavement surfaces and
to apply this information to the glasphalt pavements.
A.

General Terminology and Relationships
A vehicle's ability to start, stop, turn, or accele-

rate depends on the traction or frictional resistance that
can be developed between its tires and the riding surface
or pavement.

"For any glven tire and pavement combination

there is a maxlmum friction potential; if it proves to be
inadequate for the intended maneuver, the wheels begin to
slide, the driver's control over the vehicle is drastically
reduced, and the vehicle is said to be
p.

'skidding.'"

( 1 0'

3 5)

The frictional resistance between the sliding tires
and the pavement is called the "skid resistance" of the
pavement and is usually measured as a coefficient of friction, l.e., the ratio of the force required to slide the
tire across the pavement to the load on the tire.

The

coefficient can be given as a two-place decimal or as a
skid or slip number obtained by multiplying the coefficient
by 10 0.

The slip number is used when the wheels of the

vehicle are retarded from rotating freely but are not
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com plet ely lock ed.

The skid num ber wil l be used ln this

100 perc ent slip ,
stud y and wil l refe r to a con diti on of
and prev ente d from
l.e. , the whe els are com plet ely lock ed
rota ting .
mea sure d shou ld
The spee d at whic h the skid num ber was
es with the spee d
be stat ed sinc e the skid resi stan ce vari
rsel y
Gen eral ly, the skid resi stan ce is inve
of ope rati on.
stan ce for a wet
pro por tion al to spee d, with the skid resi
surf ace at the
surf ace bein g low er than that for a dry
for
In some case s, the dry skid resi stan ce
same spee d.
some surf ace s incr ease s with spee d.
B.

(11, 12)

Fric tion al Com pone nts of Skid Res ista nce

a tire and
The fric tion al forc es deve lope d betw een
nts, i.e. , adh esio n
pave men t can be divi ded into two com pone
of
The hys tere sis com pone nt is the resu lt
and hys tere sis.
the surf ace asp erit ies
the defo rma tion of the tire rubb er by
er.
and the ener gy diss ipat ion in the rubb

(10)

This term

icat ed surf aces
is esp ecia lly sign ific ant for wet or lubr
depe nden t on the
sinc e the fric tion deve lope d is larg ely
the film stre ngth
surf ace text ure of the pave men t and on
and visc osit y of the lub rica nt.
lts from
The adh esio n com pone nt of fric tion resu
ls in con tact and
mol ecul ar forc es betw een the two mat eria
Adh esio n is the dom inan t
the norm al forc e betw een them .
mes neg ligi ble as
com pone nt for dry pave men ts, but it beco
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the surface lS lubrica ted.
A conside rable number of investi gations (11, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18) have been made in this area.

Those made

by Kummer and Meyer are especia lly enlight ening.
C.

Factors Affecti ng Frictio n
Several investi gators (10, 11, 19, 20,

21) have

attempt ed to group the parame ters affecti ng the frictio n
between tires and road surface .

The three main catego ries

listed by Moyer (11) are road surface factors , vehicle
operati on factors and tire factors .
Some of the tire factors include tire size, tread
pattern , load, contact area, tread compos ition, and inflation pressur e.

These factors have been studied and

explain ed by several investi gators.

(13, 14, 18,

22)

Vehicle operati on factors include vehicle speed, slze,
weight distrib ution, braking , acceler ation, and corneri ng.
(13,

21,

23, 24, 25)

Vehicle speed is probabl y the most

importa nt factor since the frictio n require ments for a
vehicle to stop within a given distanc e increas e
square of the speed.

with the

As noted previou sly, the coeffic ient

decreas es as the speed increas es.
Road surface factors appear to have the most effect
on skid resista nce and have been categor ized by Moyer (11)
as follows :
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

j)
k)
1)
m)
n)
o)

Surface Condition (11, 26)
Surface Construction (11, 27)
Surface Maintenance (11, 21, 28)
Aggregate (10, 11, 19, 27, 30, 31, 32)
Paving Cement or Binder (11)
Surface Texture (10, 11, 22, 33)
Road Roughness (11, 24)
Foreign Material and Surface Contamination
(11, 13, 15, 28, 32)
Water (11, 13, 19, 34, 35)
Surface Scouring (11)
Weathering and Climatic Effects (11, 16, 26,
36)
Time and Age Effects (11)
Temperature (10, 11, 13, 15)
Traffic (11, 37)
Highway Design (11, 38)

The surface condition, the aggregate and the surface
texture appear to be the most significant factors with the
paving cement or binder, water and weathering and climatic
effects following closely behind.
1.

Surface Condition

The surface condition denotes whether the surface is
dry, wet, or covered with ice or snow.

It probably accounts

for the widest range of friction values which can be assigned to a single variable.

As noted previously, the wet

coefficient of friction is lower than the dry coefficient
for the same test conditions.

Snow and ice-covered roads

are especially dangerous since the coefficient approaches
zero.
2.

Aggregate

Included in this category are the type, s1ze, shape,
grading, hardness and resistance to polishing wear.

It

has generally been found that surfaces composed of limestone
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aggregates are susceptible to polishing, resulting ln a
slick surface.

(10, 19, 27,

30, 31, 32)

Shape is also

very important slnce a sharp angular aggregate usually
produces a higher skid resistant surface than a rounded
aggregate, all other factors being held constant.

Good

skid resistant surfaces can be obtained from various
combinations of size and grading of the aggregate.
3.

Surface Texture

"A sharp, gritty,

'deep'

surface texture, with ade-

quate channels and escape paths among the asperities,
facilitates the escape of the lubricating water from the
contact patch, and is therefore an important factor in
providing good skid resistance."

(10, p.

38)

The micro-

surface texture of the aggregate itself is as important as
the macro-surface texture of the road.

The macro-surface

texture breaks the contact patch into smaller areas that
drain faster while the micro-surface texture serves to
penetrate the water film.

( 3 9)

There are several con-

flicting claims by various authorities on the relative
merits of coarse-textured knobby surfaces versus finetextured gritty surfaces.
4.

Paving Cement or Binder

This category includes type and amount of asphalt,
tar, portland cement, etc.

Good skid-resistant surfaces

can be obtained using all three types.

The main problem

comes from not getting the right amount of binder in the
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surface.

Bleeding of a bituminous surface can greatly

reduce its wet coefficient of friction.
5.

Water

The amount of water, film thickness, and tire planing
(hydroplaning) effects are the factors included in this
group.

The effect of variation in depth of water film

covering a road surface in the range of .05 in. to

.30 ln.

can cause a variability ln braking friction of up to 3:1.
(19)

6.

Weathering and Climatic Effects

Giles (36) reports that the skidding resistance of
wet roads is higher in the winter than in the summer.
Differences of up to 35 units have been measured by the
British Portable Tester.

The major difference is due to

the fine scale changes in the surface texture of the road.
In the summer, the surfaces polish, only to roughen up
again in the winter.
D.

Skid Resistance Measuring Devices
It would be convenient if one could describe the

skid resistance property of a surface by a
meter such as density.

single para-

Quantitatively, it could be

characterized by the average number of particles per unit
area, their size and shape, and molecular properties of
the aggregate and binder.

(15)

Investigations made to

relate surface properties of pavements to their skid
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resistance properties have not generally been very fruitful, although the Department of Highways, Ontario, Canada,
has found a way to estimate skid numbers by using stereo
photographs of pavement surfaces.

(40)

Since there were

no convenient ways to relate the surface characteristics
of a pavement to its skid resistance properties, investigators turned to the use of friction tests to give them the
information indirectly.

The problem is that the friction

values are not absolute; they are performance values valid
only for the conditions of the test.
The braking force trailer and the stopping distance
method are the two most common means for testing highway
surfaces.

Correlation studies between accidents due to

skidding and the skid resistance of the pavement at the
accident site have resulted in several investigators
suggesting a minimum value of skid resistance in the range
of .35 to

.40 for tests made at 40 mph.

(16, 41, 42)

There have also been several correlation tests made between
various types of skid testers.

(34,

41, 43, 44, 45)

The testing devices for testing can be divided into
four groups as follows:

braking force trailers, other

braking force methods, the sideway force method, and
portable and laboratory instruments.
1.

Braking Force Trailers

This unit consists of a

trailer with one or more test

wheels that can be towed behind another vehicle.

The
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towing vehicle usually carries a water supply for wetting
down the surface to be tested and the recording instrume nts
used to record the forces exerted by the braked wheel, the
speed at which the test was run and other variable s.
During testing, the trailer is pulled along behind the
towing vehicle at a constant speed and the brake is applied
to the test wheel causing i t to lock either partially or
complete ly.

The forces placed on the braking system due

to the tire sliding over the surface are usually detected
by a series of strain gages located on the trailer and
connected to a recording device on the towing vehicle.
Skid resistanc e testing with braking force trailers
lS probably the most common and widely used method in the
United States.

It is used world wide.

Numerous descrip-

tions of skid trailers and investiga tions made using them
can be found in the literatur e.

(20,

34, 43, 46,

47, 48,

49)
2.

Other Braking Force Methods

This category consists primarily of the stopping distance method and the decelerom eter method.
rely on the use of a car.

Both methods

The test vehicle lS accelera ted

to some predeterm ined speed at which point its brakes are
locked.

It is at this point that the methods differ.

In the stopping distance method, the vehicle ls
allowed to come to a complete stop.

The distance i t took

for the car to stop can be used to calculat e the average

l4

sliding friction for the surface by use of the formula
f

= V 2 /30S,

where V is the initial speed in mph and S is

the stopping distance in feet.
In the decelerometer method, the test vehicle does
not have to come to a complete stop to make the test,
although i t may do so.

As the car slides, a decelerometer

measures the deceleration force.

The coefficeint of fric-

tion is equal to the deceleration expressed in g's.
Both methods have been used world wide, but have been
losing ground to the braking force trailers.
has been described in rna n y articles .
3.

( 28 ,

Their use

34 , 4 6 ,

48 ,

50 )

The Sideway Force Method

This method has not commonly been used in the United
States, but i t is very popular in Europe.

(20, 46)

"This

method is based on the contention that the critical maneuver
with regard to skidding is cornering."

(lO, p.

36)

In

this method, the test wheel is set at an angle to the direction of travel of the test vehicle.

Forces perpendicular

to the plane of the tire are measured and a sideway force
coefficient is calculated by dividing the sideway force by
the vertical load on the tire.
4.

Portable and Laboratory Instruments

There are numerous instruments in this category.

Most

of these are primarily designed for' special purposes such
as correlating laboratory and field investigations and
studying the polishing resistance of various aggregates
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used in road surfa ces.

Two of the more well known teste rs

,
are the Briti sh Porta ble Teste r, to be descr ibed later
and the Penns ylvan ia Drag tester .

(34,

The litera ture

47)

descr ibes many of these speci al teste rs.

(20,

34,

46,

51,

52)
E.

Estim ated Skid Resis tance Prope rties of Glasp halt
It appea rs that the grada tion of the aspha ltic con-

crete mix will be the most criti cal facto r in obtai ning
adequ ate skid resis tance for the glasp halt.

Work done at

the Briti sh Road Resea rch Labo ratori es (33,

53) indic ates

ed
that the coeff icien t of frict ion on smoot h, fine- grain
surfa ces decre ases rapid ly with speed , but that the
decre ase is much less rapid for coars e-tex tured surfa ces.
iTests also indic ate that large r decre ases in the coeff
cient betwe en 30 and 80 mph can be expec ted when the texture depth is less than .01 inch no matte r how high the
coeff icien t is at 30 mph.
Due to the geom etry of the bottl e-gla ss aggre gate,
a

r
coars er grada tion would tend to expos e more of the large

flatt er parti cles to the surfa ce.

This would not be

tacriti cal if the parti cles would keep their random orien
tion durin g comp action .

In pract ice, they tend to orien t

ethems elves paral lel to the surfa ce, reduc ing the coars
l
textu red effec t obtai nable with a more equi- dimen siona
aggre gate.
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This coarse graded mlx would have a relativ ely large
portion of its surface area compose d of flat,
pleces of glass.

smooth

Lubrica tion of this surface by water,

excess asphal t, or other contam inants would tend to make
this an extreme ly slipper y surface .

This seems to indicat e

that a finer gradati on will be require d so that a greater
proport ion of the surface will be compose d of the gritty
texture needed to penetra te water film.

This gritty

texture is often supplie d by each individ ual aggrega te
particl e, but this cannot be the case for a smooth -surface d
glass aggreg ate.
The final and critica l evaluat ion of the skid resistance proper ties of glasph alt will result from actual
testing of glasph alt surface s.
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The maJor portion of the data obtained in this study
resulted from skid testing with a British Portable Tester,
BPT, on two sites located near the University of MissouriRolla.

Rolla Site B consisted of ten test patches 18 inches

by 12 inches located ln the west bound lane of a city street
near the Rolla campus.

Rolla Site A was a

561 foot by 20

foot section of glasphalt overlay used as an access road to
the University general services building and central
receiving dock.

The author was also able to take BPT read-

ings at some additional sites and to obtain data from skid
trailer testing for three glasphalt installations.
A.

Description of the British Portable Tester
The British Portable Tester ls a pendulum device that

ls used to measure the frictional resistance that a wetted
test surface offers to a spring loaded rubber slider.

It

was developed by the United States National Bureau of
Standards to measure slipperiness of surfaces to pedestrians
and was later perfected by the British Road Research Laboratory.

Details of the apparatus, its development, perform-

ance, use and calibration can be found in several references.

(16,

34, 36, 45,

51,

54,

55, 56,

57,

58,

59, 60)

The spring loaded slider lS a one inch by three inch
block of rubber positioned at the end of the pendulum to
contact the test surface along one of its three inch edges.
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The pendulu m arm can be adjuste d vertica lly to control the
length of contact between surface and slider.

The slider

is free to t i l t sideway s to follow irregu laritie s of the
surface and is spring loaded so that the normal load on
the surface stays substa ntially constan t through out the
swing.

Adjustm ents can be made to allow tests to be taken

on steeply cambere d roads and gradien ts up to one in seven.
Upon release from a horizon tal positio n, the pendulu m
carries a pointer through an arc and falls away, leaving
the pointer at the furthes t point of travel along the arc.
A number from 0 to 150 can be read directl y from a scale
behind the pointer .
The British Portabl e Number,

BPN, read from the scale

was suppose d to be 100 times the coeffic ient of frictio n
measure d by full scale testing methods at 30 mph.

Correla -

tion studies made by the British Road Researc h Laborat ory
indicat e that the reading made with the BPT and skiddin g
tires or test vehicle s agree quite closely over a wide
range of differe nt surface texture s and coeffic ient values.
(16)

Better correla tion is obtaine d for rough (open) and

medium texture d surface s than with fine
surface s.

(close) texture d

On the average , the BPN tends to be about five

units higher than 100 times the coeffic ient measure d by
full scale testing equipme nt althoug h the relatio nship is
not strictl y linear as shown in Table I.

Investi gations to

find a correla tion between the BPN and the skid number
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measured by full scale testers have been conducted and the
correlation s have ranged from good to bad.

(41,

54, 60)

The British Portable Tester is a precision instrument
capable of producing repeatable measuremen ts, but i t is
more suited to laboratory testing than field testing.
Although it is very useful for taking field measurement s
ln areas not accessible by full scale testers, its inherent
accuracy is not realized due to the major part played by
operator variables.

Since the area per test is only three

inches by five inches, the validity of the results depends
on the selection and number of spots tested by the
operator.

(15)

It is recognized that even the highest coefficient of
friction can not guarantee safety or prevent sliding on
our highways, but it is assumed that the likelihood of a
skidding accident decreases as the coefficient increases.
The BPT provided a simple and reasonably accurate method
for measuring the relative slipperines s of wet pavements.
Although the BPN does not correlate exactly with full
scale testing coefficient s, it gives relative values of
skid resistance.

Giles has correlated the risk of skidding

accidents that are likely to occur on a given section of
highway with the sideway-for ce coefficient measured at
30 mph with a smooth tire (42) and with the British Portable
Tester.

From his study, he was able to develop a table of

suggested minimum standards of skidding resistance for
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varlous roadway conditions, Table II.

With this table,

the safety of the pavement can be evaluated regardless of
whether or not the BPT correlates perfectly with full scale
testers.

Although Giles made his study in Britain, his

suggested minimum coefficients should still be applicable.
All tests conducted with the BPT were in accordance
with ASTM designation E 303 tion.

69 with the following excep-

The average of five successive readings was recorded

if they did not differ by more than three units.

If the

range was larger than this, readings were taken until
three consecutive readings were constant and then this
reading was recorded as specified by the Road Research
Laboratory.
B.

(56)

Test Sites
The major skid resistance investigation was conducted

on two test sites in Rolla.

Some additional measurements

were taken at miscellaneous sites by the author and/or
other investigators.
1.

Rolla Site A

Rolla Site A is a 1-1/2 inch thick glasphalt overlay
placed on an existing surface treatment.

It was placed on

July 10, 1970, on a road leading to the University general
servlces building and central receiving dock (Figure 1).
The section was 561 feet long and 20 feet wide.
A mixture of drain cullet and clean broken bottle glass
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donated by the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute was
used for this project.

A deficiency of fines in the mix-

ture required the use of a fine masonry sand in the blend
to obtain a suitable gradation.

Two different gradations

were used, each consisting of approximately 63 percent
glass,

33 percent fine sand and 4 percent hydrated lime

added at the pugmill by hand.

These gradations are shown

ln Table III.
The mix was batched ln a one ton capacity pugmill at
temperatures ranging from 300F down to 275F.
was an 85 - 100 penetration asphalt cement.

The binder
The asphalt

content for the coarser mix was 5.75 percent (TWB) and for
the finer mix,

5.5 percent.

A two ton vibratory roller was

used without vibration for breakdown rolling and with the
vibrator for finish rolling.

The final surface had a

smooth finish.
Field Marshall test specimens were molded and tested
using standard Marshall testing procedures.

Results indi-

cated in Table IV show an acceptable air content for the
fine mix, but a deficiency in the coarser mix.

Densities

determined from samples cut from the finished pavement
ranged from 95 to 98 percent of the density of laboratory
compacted specimens of the mix sampled at the plant.
Average daily traffic on the strip ranges from 500 to
600 vehicles with trucks accounting for 50 percent of the
volume.

Periodic visual inspections of the strip have
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indicated some loss of surface material 1n one area.

The

overall condition of the strip is excellent.
Skid resistance measurement s using the British Portable Tester were started the day following installatio n
and

h~ve

time.

continued at periodic intervals up to the present

Readings were taken at the centerline of the roadway

and in both wheel tracks and the lane centerline at the
positions shown in Figure 2.

The wheel tracks were con-

sidered to be located at 2 feet and 8 feet from the roadway centerline.

Additional readings were often taken at

each test section at places other than mentioned above.
In all cases, the pendulum was swung in the direction of
the polish of the surface, i.e., in the direction of
traffic flow.
2.

Rolla Site B

Ten patches were installed 1n the 300 block of
West 16th Street on August 20, 1970, in order to compare
the skid resistance of glasphalt with conventiona l aggregate and glass bituminous mixes.

The 1-1/2 by 1 foot

patches were placed in the west bound lane as shown in
Figure 3 with an 18 inch longitudina l spacing between
patches.

Consecutive patches were offset to opposite sides

of a longitudina l line four foot, six inches from the north
edge of the pavement.

Five different mixes consisting of

different combination s of aggregates were placed in each
of two patches, one on each side of the longitudina l line.
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Each mlx consisted of a fine and a coarse fraction
aggregate.

Material passing the No.

8 sieve was desig-

nated the fine fraction and material retained on i t , the
coarse fraction.
mlX.

Table V shows the materials used for each

Glass was used for both the fine and coarse fractions

of Mix A.

Mix B consisted of a crushed rock for the coarse

fraction and glass for the fine fraction.

A river gravel

was used for the coarse fraction of Mix C and a river sand
for its fine fraction.

The coarse fraction of Mix D was

a rlver gravel and the fine fraction, glass.

Mix E had a

crushed rock coarse fraction and a river sand fine fraction.
The aggregates chosen for this investigatio n were
selected from available sources in the Rolla area.

The

glass aggregates used in this study were obtained by
crushing waste glass consisting of clean "one-way" beer
and soft drink bottles in a hammermill.

It was necessary

to place some of the material in a Los Angeles abrasion
machine to obtain the necessary quantities of the finer
fractions.

The river sands and gravels, the lime and the

crushed limestone were obtained from local suppliers of
building materials.

Due to an insufficien t amount of

material passlng the No.
No.

100 sieve and retained on the

200 sieve ln the Meramec River sand, a Missouri River

sand obtained from a Kansas City supplier was substituted
for this portion.
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Each aggregate was separated into nlne different Slze
fractions by sieving on a Gilson mechanical shaker; the
sizes ranged from material passing a 1/2 inch sieve and
retained on a
sleve.

3/8 inch sieve to material passing a

No.

200

A washed sieve analysis was run on a representat ive

sample of each size fraction and the results were used ln
combining the aggregates into the desired gradations.
It was felt that to obtain meaningful results, the
number of variables affecting the skid resistance of each
individual patch and its value relative to the other
patches should be reduced to a mlnlmum.

Based on the work

done by Foster, (6) it was decided to use an effective
asphalt content of about 5.5 percent with a minimum of
one percent hydrated lime used as a mineral filler in all
of the mlxes.

The lime was added because it was found to

be the most efficient additive of those studied for reducing the stripping of the asphalt from the glass in the
presence of water.

The lime did not have to be included

in the mixes using sand as the fine fraction, but since the
type of fines used in the mix affects its skid resistance
properties, it was decided to use it in these mixes also.
It was also decided that the same gradation of material
should be used in all of the mixes.

Since the specific

gravities of the aggregates used were not the same (see
Table V), it was necessary to blend the materials on a
volume basis, i.e., blend them so that each mix had the
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same volume of aggregate 1n the corresponding s1ze fractions.

With the above mentioned variables held constant

and using the same installation procedures for all of the
mixes, the resulting differences in skid resistance should
be primarily due to differences in the shape and surface
characteristics of the aggregate used.
It was desired that, once in place, the patches would
remain in good condition so that skid resistance measurements could be made for a period of several years.
this reason,

For

i t was decided that the mixes should meet the

minimum Marshall design criteria for pavements as recommended by The Asphalt Institute for medium traffic
VI)

if at all possible.

(Table

The Marshall testing was conducted

1n accordance with procedures specified by ASTM D 1559.
Results indicated in Foster's thesis tend to show low
stability values for glasphalt mixes when compared to
conventional mixes.

(6)

Foster's gradation No.

Therefore, it was decided to use

2 as a starting point for Mix A and

to proportion the other mixes to meet this gradation.
The Marshall test criteria for this gradation were not met
by all five of the mixes.
were tried.

Several additional gradations

The major difficulty was in getting both Mix A

and Mix B to meet the criteria.

The gradation coming the

closest to meeting the test criteria

lS

shown in Table VII.

This gradation meets the specifications of mix type IV-A as
specified by The Asphalt Institute with the exception of
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the percent material passing the No.

200 sleve.

Table VII

shows the gradation desired and the gradation obtained for
each of the mixes on both a weight and a volume basis.
This table indicates that each mix is proportioned within
+ 0.5 percent of the desired gradation on a volume basis
and+ 1.5 percent on a weight basis.
Marshall test results
above gradation.

fo~

Table VIII shows the

the specimens made using the

This table shows both the total and the

effective asphalt contents.

The absorption of the asphalt

by the aggregate was determined in accordance with ASTM D
2041-64 T.

Two days before the installation, 90 pounds of

aggregate was weighed out for each of the five mixes and
placed ln a

300F oven.

On the following day, the positions

of the patches were marked off on the street and cut out
with a pavement cutter.

The cuts were made two inches

deep and the existing pavement was removed and the holes
were filled with gravel so the road could stay open to
traffic until just before installation.
On the morning of August 20, 1970, the north lane was
blocked off for a length of 50 feet.
placed in a
placed.

The asphalt was

295F oven one hour before the first patch was

The gravel was removed from the holes, and the

first patch was ready to be placed.
The aggregate and asphalt were mixed for two minutes
ln a

2-1/2 cubic foot capacity Lancaster tub-type mixer

after the tub had been preheated.

The tub was removed from
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the mixer, placed on a four wheel cart and pushed from the
Civil Engin eering Buildi ng to the placem ent site, a distance of about 600 feet.

The mix was shovel ed into the

patch, spaded and compa cted by a vibrat ory-p late compa ctor.
Mix A was placed first, Mix B next, and so on, with Mix E
being last.

The patche s were filled ln the follow ing order:

l, 6, 2, 7, 3, 8, 4, 9, 5, lO.
A minimu m of four passes of the compa ctor was used to

compa ct each patch.

The system for wateri ng the plate of

the compa ctor did not functi on prope rly.

This result ed in

some mater ial sticki ng to the plate and causin g some small
depres sions or striat ions across the surfac e of the patche s.
There was a minimu m of placem ent diffic ulties .

The total

opera tion from the mixing of the first batch to the compactio n of the last patch was comple ted in about two hours.
Enough mater ial was prepar ed so that we were able to
obtain sample s of the mater ial to make field Marsh all test
speclm ens.

These result s are shown in Table IX.

Absorp -

tion tests were run on these sample s to determ ine their
effect ive aspha lt conten ts.
The barric ade was left in place until after the first
set of skid resist ance readin gs were taken on the day
follow ing placem ent.

The area of each patch was divide d

into eight sectio ns, and a templa te was made to locate the
positi on of each test accura tely (Figur e 4).
four of the eight sectio ns were tested .

A minimu m of

In order to obtain
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continuou s readings across the width of the road,
sections a, f,

either

c, d or sections e, b, g, h were tested.

Due to depressio ns or striation s in the surface, i t was not
practica l to do this for all ten patches.
alternate section was tested.

In this case, an

The British Portable Tester

was set over each section so that the pendulum would swing
in the direction of traffic movement , i.e., from east to
west.
Tests were made on the patches about one month after
the initial tests, and at about two month intervals thereafter, depending on the weather condition s.
Traffic ranges from 700 to 850 vehicles per day

ln

each direction during the week with a smaller volume during
the weekends .

Eight to ten percent of this traffic is

from trucks.
3.

Miscellan eous Test Sites

Skid resistanc e readings for four addition al sites
paved with glasphal t were made by the author or obtained
from other investig ators.
a.

Owens-Il linois

The first experime ntal strip of glasphal t was placed
at the entrance to the Owens-Il linois Technica l Center in
Toledo, Ohio, on October 4, 1969.
long and 18 feet wide.

The strip was 58 feet

It varied ln thickness from l/2

inch to 4 inches and was placed over a faulted concrete
slab.
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The glass consisted primarily of drain cullet, but
included some broken bottles and salvaged waste glass.

The

drain cullet material was more equi-dimensional in shape
than the other two components.

About 20 percent of the

mlx consisted of a masonry sand that was blended in with
the glass because it was deficient in fines.

The final

gradation is shown in Table III.
An asphalt batch mix plant with a two-ton capacity
pugmill was used to mix the material.

A Blaw-Knox 75 paver

and a Gallion eight to ten ton tandem roller were used to
place the mix.

The asphalt content was 5.5 percent

(total weight basis).
tion asphalt cement.

The bitumen was a

70 -

85 penetra-

A proprietary cationic anti-stripping

agent was added to the mix in the amount of four percent
by weight of the asphalt cement.

This was before the anti-

stripping benefits of lime had been discovered.
Standard equipment and construction procedures were
used in placing the mixture.
and the aggregate to 275F.

The asphalt was heated to 325F
The glasphalt closed well under

rolling and produced a smooth riding surface.

Field

Marshall specimens were molded and tested according to
standard Marshall practice.

Results are shown in Table X.

Four hundred to one thousand vehicles travel over the
strip each day, with a large proportion of these being
trucks.

Visual inspection of the strip one year after its

installation showed i t to be in good condition although
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there was some surface stripping as indicated by a general
roughening of the surface and sockets where some of the
larger particles had been dislodged.
Tests were made by the author using the British Portable Tester one year after installation.

The State of Ohio

Department of Highways conducted full scale skid resistance
tests on the surface on October 16, 1969 and again on
October 1, 1970.

The equipment, test method, and data

reduction followed the requirements of ASTM E 274 Skid
Resistance of Pavements Using Two-Wheel Trailer.

Due to a

limited space for accelerating and decelerating the test
vehicle, the test speeds were limited to 10 and 20 miles
per hour.
b.

Anchor-Hocking

On June 8, 1970, a 1500 square foot parking lot and
several entrance aprons were paved with glasphalt at the
Anchor-Hocking plant in Winchester, Indiana.

The three

inch thick pavement was placed in two equal lifts on a
limestone base course.
The glass was mostly a clean cullet obtained by crushSand was required to supply

lng bottles in a hammermill.
adequate fines to the mlx.
Table III.

A

The gradation is shown ln

two-ton capacity batch plant was again used

and hydrated lime was added at the pugmill at the rate of
two 50 pound bags per batch.
percent (total weight basis).

The asphalt content was 5.5
A 60- 70 penetration grade
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asphalt was used.

A Blaw-Knox PF-65 paver and a Ray-go

Romper vibratory compactor were used to place the material.
The material was placed at 275F.

The material tended to

crawl under the weight of the compactor, so it was allowed
to cool to 250F before further compaction.
The pavement was inspected in October of 1970 and
found to be in good condition.

The main parking lot had

been treated with a Jennite seal coat since a fueling area
for fork lift trucks was adjacent to it.
aprons had not been sealed.
stripping.

The approach

There was no indication of

A set of skid readings were taken using the

British Portable Tester at the time this inspection was
made.
c.

Glass Containers Corporation

A strip of glasphalt 30 feet wide and 600 feet long
was installed on a street ln Fullerton Air Industrial Park
ln Fullerton, California on October 26, 1970.
The glass consisted of clean non-returnable bottles
collected by Glass Containers Corporation at a redemption
center in Fullerton.

The bottles were crushed in a hammer-

mill and rock dust and one percent hydrated lime by weight
of the total aggregate were added to form the gradation
shown ln Table III.
lime,

The aggregate was l

percent hydrated

36 percent rock dust and 63 percent glass.

The

asphalt content was 5.4 percent (total weight basis) and a
60 -

70 penetration asphalt cement was used.
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One three inch lift was used.
eight to ten ton tandem roller.

Compaction was with an

The breakdown rolling had

to wait until the temperature dropped below 220F to prevent
excessive crawl of the material out from under the roller.
The finished surface was smooth, with no indication of
roller marks.

Test cores indicated a density of 93 percent

of optimum Marshall density and the average air content was
10.6 percent.

Field Marshall specimens molded from material

sampled at the plant had a stability of 1,700 pounds and a
Immersion in

flow of 0.135 inch for 75 blow compaction.

water for 24 hours reduced the stability to 1,610 pounds.
Skid tests were performed on the strip by the Californla Highway Department using their portable skid tester.

A

description of the tester, its calibration and use is
described in references.

(61, 62)

A comparison of the

recommended British values for skid resistance as measured
by the BPT with the tentative California minimum coefficient
lS shown in Figure l

of reference

62.

d.

Glass Container Council of Canada

Two

glasp~alt

installations have been placed in Canada.

The first was placed on August 29, 1970, on a road in the
Dominion Glass Company's bottle making plant in Bramlea,
near Toronto.

About 200 tons of non-returnable soda and

beer bottles were used for the installation.

The gradation

of the aggregate used is shown in Table III.

The mixture

consisted of 37 percent coarse glass

(No.

4 to l/2"),
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28 percent fine glass, 28 percent natural sand, 2 percent
hydrated lime and 5 percent 85 -

100 penetrati on asphalt

cement.
A 500 foot strip of Scarden Avenue, a city street ln
Scarborou gh near Toronto, was paved with glasphal t on
October 17, 1970.

It was 26 feet wide and l

inch thick.

The glass used in the glasphal t consisted mostly of waste
bottles, including non-retu rnable soda bottles.
was paved with regular glasphal t.
percent asbestos added.

One lane

The other lane had two

The glasphal t was mixed at 275F

and was laid by a regular contracto r using conventio nal
equipmen t.
above.

The same glasphal t mixture was used as listed

Over 2000 vehicles per day use the street.

Skid resistanc e tests were made on both strips by the
Ontario Departme nt of Highways .
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IV.
A.

TEST RESULT S AND DISCUS SION

Compa rison of Mixtur es at Rolla Site B
One of the object ives of this study was to determ ine

if the replac ement of conve ntiona l aggreg ate with crushe d
glass change s the skid resist ance of the result ing aspha ltic pavem ent.

With this in mind, five differ ent aspha ltic

mixes consis ting of variou s combi nation s of glass and
conve ntiona l aggreg ate were placed in a city street near
the Unive rsity campu s.
The site, design ated Rolla Site B, lS descri bed ln
sectio n B-2 of the experi menta l proced ures.

The surfac e

appear ances of the patche s were very simila r immed iately
after placem ent except that patche s 1 and 6, the all glass
mix, had a relati vely large number of flat pieces of glass
expose d.

All of the patche s had a fine to medium textur ed

surfac e.
The initia l set of skid resist ance measur ements
using the Britis h Portab le Tester was taken on August 21,
1971.

Addit ional readin gs have been taken at interv als

Slnce then.

The mean values of the readin gs

(BPN) for

each patch are plotte d agains t time in months in Figure s
5 throug h 9.
The initia l readin gs were unifor mly high, BPN > 70,
for all of the patche s.

This happen ed becaus e during place-

ment the larger aggreg ate partic les are covere d with a
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coating of asphalt and fine aggrega te particl es.

This

coating masks the natural micro-t exture of the aggrega te
and results in a gritty surface texture which gives a high
skid resista nce.

This gritty coating is quickly worn away

and the natural surface texture of the aggrega te is exposed .
From this point on, the skid resista nce of the surface is a
functio n of the aggreg ate, i.e., its shape, size and microtexture .

There is usually an initial drop ln the skid

resista nce of the surface as shown in each of Figures 5
through 9.
These figures show that the skid resista nce values
for each of the two patches for any given mix do not differ
by more than three BPT units.
this trend.

There are two excepti ons to

Patches land 6, Mix A, are initial ly 6.8 BPT

units apart and tend to maintai n this differe nce with time.
The other excepti on is in the diverge nce of the BPN which
occurs for each of the mix types at the third reading .

The

probab le explana tion for this occurre nce is that the skid
resista nce reading s for the last five patches were taken
about a week later than the reading s for the first five
patches .

During this interva l, the surface charac teristic s

were suscep tible to change.
Any general trends ln the change ln skid resista nce
with time are difficu lt to predict on the basis of the
data obtaine d.

After the initial drop, the skid resista nce

does tend to increas e.

This is probabl y the fine scale
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rough ening of the surfa ce that Giles et. al.

(36) repor ted

takin g place durin g winte r.
A comp arison of the skid resis tance produ ced by the
at
diffe rent mixes shoul d be based on the readi ngs taken
Comp arison s based on readi ngs taken at

the same time.

l
diffe rent times of the year will not usual ly be mean ingfu
due to the seaso nal varia tions which norm ally occur .

The

the
last set of skid resis tance measu remen ts was taken on
patch es in April of 1971, eight month s after place ment.
Measu remen ts were obtai ned for all eight sectio ns of each
patch excep t for secti on a of patch 8.
shown in Table XI.

Stude nt's t

These value s are

test (64) at a 0.05

s
signi fican ce level was used to make sever al comp arison
among the vario us mixtu re comp ositio ns.

The all glass

mixtu re, Mix A, was compa red with each of the other four
t
mixtu res to determ ine wheth er a stati stica lly signi fican
diffe rence is skid resis tance was prese nt.

In addit ion,

the skid resis tance of mixtu res conta ining glass for the
fine fract ion was compa red with mixtu res conta ining
conve ntion al aggre gates .

In order to elimi nate varia bles

cause d by diffe rence s in wear recei ved by the north and
south line of patch es, separ ate analy ses were condu cted
for each line.

The hypo thesis teste d was that the mean

skid resis tance value s (BPN) for the patch es compa red
were equal .

Resu lts of the analy sis are shown in Table XII.
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On the basis of this test, i t was determined that
there is a difference between the all glass
the other four mixes.

Mix A

and

The all glass mix has a lower skid

resistance than both of the conventional aggregate mixes
and the crushed rock plus glass mix for the mix gradation
tested.

This lower skid resistance is probably due to the

relatively larger portion of the surface covered by flat
glass particles oriented with their flat sides parallel
to the surface.

Under wet road conditions, the contribu-

tion of these smooth flat particles to the average frictional capacity of the surface would be relatively small.

An

all glass mix may or may not give a lower skid resistance
than a river gravel and glass mix.

Comparison number 5 of

the south line of patches (Table XII) indicates that we
should accept the hypothesis whereas comparison number 5
of the north line of patches

(Table XII) indicates the

hypothesis should be rejected.

Further testing will be

required before a definite conclusion can be reached.
The replacement of sand with glass may or may not
reduce the skid resistance of the resulting asphaltic
pavement as shown in comparisons 3 and 4 for both the
north and the south line of patches.

Whereas the compari-

son of mixes indicates a difference in one line of the
patches, the same comparison in the other line does not.
Additional testing should be completed before any conclusion can be reached.
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B.

es with
Com paris on of Meas ured Skid Resi stan ce Valu
Mini mum Requ ired Valu es at Vari ous Spee ds

lowe rs the
Havi ng dete rmin ed that an all glas s mixt ure
unce rtain if
skid resi stan ce of pave ment s and that it is
altic mixe s
glas s can be used to repl ace the sand ln asph
next be dete rmin ed
with out redu cing skid resi stan ce, it must
t is adeq uate
if the skid resi stan ce prov ided by glas phal
wet road
enou gh to perm it safe vehi cle trav el unde r
cond ition s.
l.

uire Dete rmin ation of Minim um Skid Resi stan ce Req
ment s

this
One of the prob lems asso ciat ed with answ ering
um skid resl sques tion is the dete rmin atio n of the minim
ds and cond itanc e requ irem ents for vari ous driv ing spee
set
The auth or know s of no perm anen t guid elin es
tion s.
The best
basi s.
fort h at the pres ent time on a natio n-wi de
tive High way
guid elin e now avai labl e is a Nati onal Coo pera
This repo rt list s tent ativ e mini (41)
Rese arch Rep ort.
test ing
mum skid resi stan ce requ irem ents for vari ous
Thes e requ irem ents were dete rmeth ods and test spee ds.
liste d ln
mine d from a driv er beha vior stud y and are
ASTM E-27 4
Tabl e XIII for the stan dard skid trai ler test
er ASTM E-30 3
Meth od of Test and the Brit ish Port able Test
Meth od of Test .

Thes e mlnlm um requ irem ents were more

by acci dent
cons erva tive than the requ irem ents pred icted
stud ies.
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The British Pendulu m Numbers listed in the table are
based on tests using ASTM E-249 synthet ic rubber sliders .
Tests conduct ed by Kummer and Moore (57) show that the
synthe tic rubber sliders give BPN values that are ten to
fifteen percent higher than natural rubber sliders .

A ten

percent correct ion, which is on the conserv ative side, will
reduce the minimum BPN values listed in Table XIII by about
five units.

The values have been placed by the author in

Table XIII under the heading BPNNR"
Giles, et.al.

(63, p.

21) develop ed a table of sugges-

ted values of skid resista nce for use with the British
Portabl e Tester.

These values, shown ln Table II, are

based on a correla tion of the results of acciden t studies
in Great Britain with skid resista nce reading s measure d by
the BPT.

The extent to which these results are applica ble

to conditi ons found in the United States is not known.
The suggest ed skid resista nce values are separat ed
accordi ng to the type of site encoun tered, i.e., difficu lt
sites, general require ments and easy sites.

Since the skid

resista nce of a pavemen t varies with speed, it is importa nt
to know the mean traffic speeds which the suggest ed values
are based upon.

Due to the fact that mean traffic speeds

are not given for these suggest ed values and since one
objecti ve of this study was to determi ne the speeds at
which vehicle s can operate safely on glasph alt, field test
install ations were evaluat ed accordi ng to the Nationa l
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Cooper ative Highway Researc h Report tentati ve guideli nes
listed in Table XIII.
The evaluat ions were made by computi ng the mean skid
resista nce values at each field install ation for each mix
The mean skid resista nce values

type and date of testing .

were then compare d to the suggest ed values listed in
Table XIII.
2.

Results of Skid Resista nce Measure ments at the
Field Install ations

a.

Rolla Site B Measure ments

All of the reading s taken at Rolla Site B in April
1971 were above 48, Table XI.

This indicat es that at the

time of measure ment, all of the patches were providi ng
adequa te skid resista nce to permit safe vehicle travel at
speeds below about 35 mph.
Of the all glass patches , patch 6, BPN

= 48.7,

indica-

ted a top safe speed of about 35 mph while patch 1, BPN

=

53.6, indicat ed a safe pavemen t at speeds up to 45 mph.
The average of the two values, 40 mph, would probabl y be the
maximum speed that could be recomme nded for this mix.
The river gravel and glass patches , Mix D, had BPT
values of 55.1 and 55.6.

This mix would have a maximum

safe speed of about 50 mph.

The river gravel and river

sand patches , Mix C, with slightl y higher BPT values than
Mix D, could be rated for speeds up to about 55 mph.

The

substit ution of glass for sand lowered the maximum safe
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speed slight ly.
Both of the mlxes uslng crushe d rock, Mix B and Mix E,
have BPT values greate r than 60 which would allow them to
The

be used on roads with speed limits up to about 65 mph.

safe speed may be slight ly higher than this but no values
(BPN) were correl ated with mean traffi c speeds greate r than
60 mph.

This result shows that averag e BPT values change d
In

very little due to the substi tution of glass for sand.
the north line of patche s, the crushe d rock and glass
patch, Mix B, had a higher BPN than the crushe d rock and
river sand patch, Mix E, wherea s these result s were
revers ed in the south line of patche s.
b.

Rolla Site A Measu rement s

The glasph alt pavem ent called Rolla Site A was placed
on July 10, 1970.

Two gradat ions of mater ial were used for

the pavem ent as shown in Table III.

The averag e initia l

skid resist ance measu red ln the wheel tracks was 54.4 for
the coarse mix and 56.8 for the fine mix (Table XIV).

A

graph showin g the skid resist ance (BPN) versus time in
months is plotte d in Figure 10.
The initia l mean skid resist ance readin gs were not as
high for this instal lation as they were for the patche s ln
Rolla Site B.

The differ ence can probab ly be attrib uted

to the differ ence in placem ent proced ures.

Rolla Site A

was instal led uslng conve ntiona l paving method s, i.e., an
aspha lt paver and a steel wheel roller .

On the other hand,
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Rolla Site B was placed using hand methods, l.e., shoveling
the mix into the patches and compacting them with a
vibratory plate compactor.

There is more of a tendency for

the hand paving methods to coat the larger aggregate particles with a matrix of asphalt and the fine aggregate.

This

results in a gritty surface texture which gives high skid
resistance readings.
The trends indicated by the graph are similar to those
which occurred at Rolla Site B.

There was an initial

period when the skid resistance decreased, followed by a
general increase in readings during the winter months.
One interesting fact about the readings was the uniform
difference in BPT values that continued to show up with
time, with the fine mix giving higher values.
The mean readings taken at the end of nine months are
less than 1.5 BPN units greater than the initial set of
readings.

The April 1971 readings taken in the wheel

tracks of Rolla Site A at the positions shown in Figure 2
are listed in Table XV.
were obtained
tively.

Mean readings of 55.6 and 58.2

for the coarse mix and the fine mlx respec-

A comparison of these values with Table XIII indi-

cates that the maximum safe speed for vehicles on this
pavement is between 50 and 60 mph.

The glasphalt at Rolla

Site A appears to exhibit less variability with time than
any of the mixes used in Rolla Site B.
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c.

Owens- Illinois Measure ments

The first glasph alt install ation was placed in
Toledo,

Ohio at the Owens- Illinois Technic al Center on

October 4, 1969.

The mix consist ed of about 20 percent

masonry sand mixed with glass to the gradati on shown in
Table III.
The results of skid resista nce measure ments are shown
in Table XIV.

The State of Ohio Departm ent of Highway s

made skid tests on the glasph alt using ASTM E-274 Method of
Test, i.e., skid trailer , two weeks after the install ation
and again one year later.

The initial mean skid number

measure d at 20 mph was 62.6.
after the first year.

This value dropped to 49.9

Table XIII shows that the m1n1mum

skid number measure d at a mean traffic speed of 20 mph is
40.

This indicat es that the pavemen t has more than adequat e

skid resista nce for speeds of 20 mph or less.

Since the

skid number is much larger than the minimum , i t is expecte d
that the allowab le speed will be much higher.
Two days after the highway departm ent had made the
one-yea r tests, the author was able to visit the site and
take reading s with the British Portabl e Tester.

The

average BPN was 57.3 and the values ranged from 51.5 to
69 •6•

Based on the average value, this surface would meet

the minimum tentati ve require ments for travel at speeds
less than about 55 mph.

A compari son of the values obtaine d

by the BPT and the skid trailer shows that the skid number
and the BPT values are not directl y interch angeab le.

This
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was expect ed slnce the skid number of a given surfac e lS
depend ent on the speed at which the test was run.

The BPT

had a wider range of values than the skid traile r,

l.e.,

51.5 to 69.6 versus 47 to 57.

A probab le explan ation for

this differ ence in range size is that the skid traile r values were measu red in a longit udina l sectio n wherea s the BPT
measu red values in a transv erse sectio n.

Since there lS

usuall y more varia bility in skid resist ance measur ed
transv erse to the road than longit udina lly, we would have
expect ed the range of BPN to be greate r.
d.

Ancho r-Hock ing Measu rement s

A glasph alt strip was placed at Ancho r-Hock ing ln
Winch ester, Indian a, in June 1970.

The mix grada tion,

shown in Table III, consis ted of a glass and sand combin aThe author obtain ed skid resist ance readin gs of the

tion.

pavem ent in Octob er, four months after its instal lation .
At that time the averag e BPN was 51.8.

This readin g corre-

lates to a miximu m mean traffi c speed of about 40 mph as
shown ln Table XIII.

The BPN may decrea se as the glasph alt

wears more and thus requir e a reduct ion in the allowa ble
mean traffi c speed.
e.

Glass Conta iner Counc il of Canada Measu rement s

The Glass Conta iner Counc il of Canada instal led a
strip of glasph alt with the gradat ion shown in Table III.
Skid traile r tests, ASTM E-274, were run on the glasph alt.
The tests gave skid numbe rs measu red at 20 mph of 47 to 61
with a mean of 54.

Based on the mean skid number being
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much larger than the minimu m requir ement listed in Table
XIII, it 1s expect ed that the surfac e has adequa te skid resistan ce for speeds up to 50 mph, but no defini te claim can
be made.

The Ontari o Depart ment of Highwa ys norma lly con-

ducts skid tests at 30 and 60 mph.

They use the minimu m

skid numbe rs for these speeds as sugges ted in Table XIII.
Based on a study of the surfac e textur e of the glasph alt,
the Ontari o Depart ment of Highw ays'' ... consid ered that the
skid numbe r at these higher speeds would be higher than our
[ Ontari o ] minimu m requir ement ." (65)

Since the measu re-

ments were made on a new surfac e, it seems probab le that
the skid resist ance will decrea se with time, requir ing a
lower mean traffi c speed for safe travel .
f.

Glass Conta iners Corpo ration Measu rement s

The last field instal lation for which we have skid
resist ance data was sponso red by the Glass Conta iners Corporation .

The 600 feet long strip of glasph alt was placed in

Fuller ton, Califo rnia on Octobe r 26, 1970.

The gradat ion

of the mix is shown in Table III and the result s of skid
tests condu cted by the Califo rnia Divisi on of Highwa ys are
shown in Table XIV.
The first tests were conduc ted two weeks after the
pavem ent was placed .

They used a portab le tester , not the

BPT, accord ing to Califo rnia Method 342-C.

The portab le

tester gave values rangin g from 33 to 41 with a mean of
38.9.

The Califo rnia State Minimu m for this test 1s 30.

This correl ates to a BPN of 52 as shown in Figure 1 of
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reference 62.

The value of 38.9 converts to a BPN of 78.

This indicates the pavement

lS

initially capable of safely

carrying high speed traffic.
Four months after installation, tests were conducted
by the California Division of Highways using the ASTM E-274
Method of Test using skid trailers.

A mean skid number of

65.7 was obtained for the 25 mph test speed.

The California

Division of Highways converted this to a mean skid number
of 58 measured at 40 mph.

Based on Table XIII, this pave-

ment would be skid resistant enough to be used at speeds
greater than 80 mph.

The high skid resistance

lS

probably

due to the newness of the pavement and may not indicate its
long term condition.
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CONCL USION S AND RECOMMENDED FURTHER RESEARCH

V.

Based on the skid resis tance measu remen ts taken on
lRolla Site B, it can be concl uded that an all glass aspha
contic pavem ent will have a lower skid resis tance than a
of
venti onal aggre gate pavem ent using the same grada tion
mate rial.

The lower skid resis tance proba bly resul ts

ed by
from the relat ively large porti on of the surfa ce cover
lel
flat glass parti cles orien ted with their flat sides paral
to the surfa ce.

No concl usion s can be drawn conce rning

n
the effec ts on skid resis tance cause d by the subst itutio
ents.
of glass for the sand size aggre gate in aspha ltic pavem
The evalu ation of the skid resis tance of the all glass
remlx at Rolla Site B, accor ding to the tenta tive requi
rch
ments set forth in Natio nal Coop erativ e Highw ay Resea
Repor t

37,

(41)

indic ated that an all glass aspha ltic pave-

ic
ment would have adequ ate skid resis tance for mean traff
speed s less than 40 mph.

All of the vario us comb inatio ns

d by
of glass and conve ntion al aggre gate mixes inves tigate
ed to
this study are suita ble for use where speed s are limit
40 mph or less.

In sever al cases , depen ding upon the com-

binat ion of mate rials used,

the glasp halt pavem ents pro-

ic
vided skid resis tance s high enoug h to allow mean traff
speed s rangi ng up to 65 or 70 mph.
The skid resis tance measu remen ts used to determ ine the
would
mean allow able traff ic speed s for which the pavem ent
vals
provi de adequ ate skid resis tance were obtai ned at inter
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rangin g from one day to one year after the pavem ent was
instal led.

No long term measur ements were availa ble for

evalua tion and as a result , the conclu sions drawn by this
study may be subjec t to change .
All of the instal lation s invest igated were ln areas
design ed to handle low speed traffi c.

As a result of limi-

ted access to the glasph alt pavem ent, the skid traile r tests
were condu cted at low speeds and the result s were extrap olated to higher speeds .

The skid resist ance provid ed by

these pavem ents in their presen t condit ion is adequa te to
handle higher speed traffi c.
It is recomm ended that furthe r resear ch be conduc ted
to determ ine the long term effect s on skid resist ance of
both high and low speed traffi c.
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TABLE I
RELATION BETWEEN SKID RESISTANCE (BPN) AND COEFFICIENT OF
FRICTIONa

Coefficient of Friction

Skid Resistance (BPN)

0

0

a

.1

11

0. 2

21

0. 3

30

0.4

39

0. 5

47

0. 6

55

0.7

66

0. 8

69

0. 9

76

1.0

83

1.3

100

Reference 63, p.

26.

TABLE II
SUGGESTED VALUES OF SKID RESISTANCE FOR USE WITH THE PORTABLE TESTERa
Category

Type of Site

Skid-re sistance
on Wet Surface

Standard of Skidding
Resistan ce Represe nted

A

MOST DIFFICULT SITES such as
roundab outs; bends with
radius less than 500 ft on
derestri cted roads; gradien ts,
l in 20 or steeper, of length
greater than 100 yd; approach es to traffic lights on
deristri cted roads

Above 65

'Good': fulfilli ng the
requirem ents even of fast
traffic, and making it
most unlikely that the
road will be the scene of
repeated skidding
acciden ts

B

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, i.e.,
roads and conditio ns not
covered by categor ies A
and C

Above 55

'Genera lly satisfac tory':
meeting all but the most
difficu lt conditio ns
encounte red on the roads

c

EASY SITES, e.g., straigh t
roads, with easy gradien ts
and curves, and without
junction s, and free from
any features , such as mixed
traffic, especia lly liable
to create conditio ns of
emergenc y

Above 45

'Satisfa ctory only in
favorab le circums tances

D

ALL SITES

Below 45

'Potenti ally slippery '

a

Referenc e 63, p. 21.

---J
0

TABLE III
AGGREGATE GRADATIONS FOR GLASPHALT FIELD INSTALLATIONS
Rolla Site A

OwensIllin ois

Anch orHocki ng

Glass Conta iners
Corp oratio n

Glass Conta iner
Coun cil of Canad a

Perce nt
Passi ng

Perce nt
Passi ng

Coars e
Mix

Fine
Mix

Perce nt
Passi ng

Perce nt
Passi ng

Perce nt
Passi ng

Perce nt
Passi ng

3/4-i n

100

100

100

100

99

100

l/2- in

98

100

100

100

96

100

3/8- in

92

99

94

94

85

95

No. 4

75

87

62

71

63

59

No. 8

50

58

45

55

50

41

No. 16

38

44

35

33

34

30

No. 30

30

36

27

20

22

21

No. 50

15

17

18

ll

14

10

No. 100

6

6

8

6

9

5

No. 200

4

4

3

4

6

4

Sieve
Size

-....J

f-J
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TABLE IV
MARSHALL PROPERTIES OF ROLLA SITE A GLASPHALT MIXTUREa

Marshall Property
Stability, lbs
Flow 1/100-in
Percent Air
Percent Voids in
Mineral Aggregate
Unit Weight, pcf
a

50 blow compaction

Coarse Mix

Fine Mix

840

710

13

8

2. 01

4. 2 0

14.88

16.34

141.5

139.1
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TABLE V
MATERIAL COMBINATIONS USED FOR ROLLA SITE B

A

Mix Desig nation
Patch Number

& 6

l

c

B

2 & 7

3

& 8

E

D

4

& 9

5

& 10

Aggre gate Source a
Sieve Size
=
======
====== ====== ====== ======
MeG
MeG
CR
G
+ 3/8-in

CR

+ No.

4

G

CR

MeG

MeG

CR

+ No.

8

G

CR

MeS

MeS

CR

+ No.

16

G

G

MeS

G

MeS

+ No.

30

G

G

MeS

G

MeS

+ No.

50

G

G

MeS

G

MeS

+ No.

100

G

G

MeS

G

MeS

+ No.

200

G

G

MoS

G

MoS

No.

200

-

a

Lime

Lime

Lime

Lime

Lime

G
Lime:

Crushe d bottle glass, specif ic gravit y of 2.50
Hydra ted lime, Ca(OH )z, specif ic gravit y of

CR
MeS
MeG

Crushe d limest one; specif ic gravit y of 2.50
Merame c River Sand, specif ic gravit y of 2.53
Merame c River Grave l, specif ic gravit y of

MoS

Misso uri River Sand, specif ic gravit y of 2.57

2. 3 0

2. 3 6
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TABLE VI
MARSHALL DESIGN CRITERIAa

Test Property

Min.

Stability

500

Flow

8

l8

Percent Air Voids
(Surfacing)

3

5

Percent Voids in
Mineral Aggregate
(l/2-in Max. Size)
a

Max.

lS

Recommended by The Asphalt Institute for medium
traffic (50 blow compaction)

TABLE VII
GRADATIONS FOR ROLLA SITE B
Mix
a
Design ation
Patch Number

l

~

c

B

A
2

6

f,

7

b

Wt.

c

f,

8

D

E

4 & 9

5 & 10

Vol. Wt.

PERCENT PASSING
Vol. Wt.
Vol. Wt.

Sieve Size
Vol.

3

Gradat ion
Desired

Vol. Wt.

Vol. Wt.

l/2-in

99.7

99. 7

99.6 99.7

99.6 99.6

99.6 99.6

99.6 99.6

100

100

3/8-in

8 6. 7

8 6. 7
69.0

86.8 87.3
69.0 70.1

87.1 87.1
68.8 68.9

87

69. 0

86.8 87.5
69.0 70.3

87

No. 4

87.1 87.1
68.8 68.7

69

69

No. 8
No. 16

49.7

49.6

50

37.8 38.2

50.0 50.2
38.2 38.4

50

37.8

50.1 51.2
38.1 38.9

50.2 50.9

37. 8

50.1 50.0
38.3 38.2

38

38

No. 30

28.0

28.0

28.1 28.0

28.4 28.7

27.9 28.2

28

28

No. 50
No. 100

22.1

22. 2

22.2 22.5
11.3 11.2

22

10.7

21.9 22.1
10.8 10.9

22

10.7

21.7 21.6
10.8 10.8

27.9 28.6
22.3 22.8

ll

ll

No. 200

3. 2

3.1

2.8

3

3

a
b
c

3.2

3.1

10.9 11.0
2. 9

2.7

3.1

2. 9

3. 0

See Table V
Percen t passing by volume
Percen t passing by weight
-.....]

c.n

TABLE VIII

Mix Desig natio n

a
b
c
d

b

MARSHALL TEST RESULT BEFORE
c
Unit
Asph alt Conte nt
Weigh t
Effec tive Total
(pcf)
Perce nt
Perce nt

PLACING PATCHESa
Air
Voids
Perce nt

VMAd
Perce nt

Stab ility
(lbs)

Flow
( l -. )
100 ln

A

5.51
5.51

5.51
5.51

139.0 3
138.6 5

3.51
3. 7 7

15.56
15.88

535
490

9
9

B

5.43
5.43

6.47
6.47

140.4 0
140.4 6

3. 6 6
3. 6 0

15.73
15.69

725
790

ll
10

c

5. 50
5.50

6. 2 8
6. 28

140.0 9
139.8 4

2. 8 2
3.00

15.07
15.22

1175
1290

9
9

D

5. 56
5. 56

5. 9 2
5.92

136.7 2
136.7 2

4.06
4.06

16.12
16.12

750
750

8
8

E

5. 3 7
5. 37

6.90
6.90

143.7 1
14 3. 2 0

2. 6 0
2. 8 0

14.82
15.00

1331
1222

9
ll

Teste d Augu st 15 and 16, 1970
See Table V
Asph alt Conte nt on a total weigh t basis
Voids in the mine ral aggre gate

--J
(J)

TABLE IX
FIELD MARSHALL TESTS RUN ON MATERIAL FROM ROLLA SITE Ba
c
b
VMAd
Stabi lity
Air
Unit
AsJ2ha lt Conte nt
Mix Desig nation
Percen t (lbs)
Voids
Weigh t
Effec tive Total
nt
Perce
(pcf)
Perce nt
Perce nt

Flow
l -.
(100 ln)

A

5. 39
5. 39
5. 39

5. 50
5. 50
5.50

139.90
137.34
137.09

3.19
4.96
5.13

15.15
16.70
16.87

410
326
326

7
7
8

B

5.48
5.48
5.48

6.44
6.44
6.44

139.15
137.78
137.90

4.36
5.31
5. 2 2

14.52
17.27
17.19

580
490
468

9
10
12

c

5. 50
5. 50
5. 50

6. 24
6.24
6.24

138.90
139.09
139.52

3. 64
3.51
3.21

15.75
15.64
15.37

1265
1402
1416

12
10
12

D

5.57
5. 57
5. 57

5. 8 2
5. 8 2
5. 8 2

135.97
135.84
135.47

4.48
4.57
4.83

16.49
16.56
16.79

968
1223

ll
10
8

5. 52
5. 52
5. 52

6.95
6. 9 5
6.95

142.90
143.33
144.02

2.84
2. 54
2.08

15.25
15.09
14.68

1575
1720

10.5
10.5
7

E

a
b
c
d

Tested Augus t 20 and 21, 1970
See Table V
Aspha lt Conte nt on a total weigh t basis
Voids in the miner al aggreg ate

--

--

-...J
-...J
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TABLE X
MARSHALL PROPERTIES OF OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASPHALT MIXTUREa

a

Stability, lbs

l460

Flow, l/lOO-in

l4

Percent Air Voids

3.8

Percent Voids ln
Mineral Aggregate

l7.3

Unit Weight, pcf

l39.8

50 blow compaction
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TABLE XI
SKID RESISTA NCE VALUES (BPN) AT ROLLA SITE B IN APRIL 1971

South Line of Patches
Mix Design ation

a

Patch Number

A

c

E

B

D

1

3

5

7

9

Reading
a

53 .l

58.4

65.8

64.5

55.7

b

53. 3

57.4

65.4

63.7

54.4

c

54.1

57.0

66.0

66.3

55.5

d

52.5

56.5

67.0

61.9

53.7

e

55.3

59.4

65.8

63.3

53.7

f

54.5

56.6

65.6

62.5

57.7

g

54.3

56. 3

67.0

62.9

59.1

h

52.1

54.6

63.4

61.7

51.3

53.6

57.0

65.8

63.4

55.1

Mean Value
a

See Table

v

(Table Continu ed)
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TABLE XI (Continue d)
SKID RESISTANC E VALUES (BPN) AT ROLLA SITE B IN APRIL 1971

North Line of Patches
Mix Designat ion

a

Patch Number

A

c

E

B

D

6

8

10

2

4

Reading
65.9

64.3

56.6

59.1

64.9

64.3

55.4

4 9. 3

59. 7

63.9

64. 5

56.4

d

44.2

6 4. 3

64. 3

64.3

56. 2

e

50.8

56.7

6 5. 3

65.4

58. 2

f

47.7

56.1

64.3

6 6. 5

54.6

g

50.1

57. 5

63.1

64.7

54.2

h

48.6

55.7

62.5

66.5

53.0

4 8. 7

58.4

64.3

65.1

55.6

a

4 8 .l

b

50.9

c

Mean Value
a

See Table

v

TABLE XII
STUDENT'S t TESTa
ANALYSIS OF THE MEAN SKID RESISTANCE VALUES (BPN) BY
each patch are equa l
Hypo thesi s: The mean skid resis tanc e valu es (BPN) for
Rolla Site B, South Line of Patch es

a
b

c
d

Hypo thesi sd
Reje ct
Acce pt

Patch es b
Compared

t Calc ulate d

l

A-l vs. C-3

5. 30

2.14

X

2

A-l vs. E-5

21.9 2

2.14

X

3

D-9 vs. C-3

1.88

2.14

4

B-7 vs. E-5

3.61

2.14

5

A-l vs. D-9

l. 57

2.14

6

A-l vs. B-7

14.79

2.14

Comp ariso n
Number

tc

Tabu lated

Refe rence 64
Lett er refe rs to mix desig natio n (Tab le V)
Nume ral refe rs to patch numb er
tTab ulate d is based on 0.05 sign ifica nce leve l
If tCal cula ted > tTab ulate d' reje ct hypo thesi s

X
X

X
X

(Tab le Cont inued )

00

I-'

TABLE XII (Contin ued)
ANALYSIS OF THE MEAN SKID RESISTANCE VALUES (BPN) BY STUDENT'S t TESTa
Hypoth esis:

The mean skid resista nce values (BPN) for each patch are equal
Rolla Site B, North Line of Patche s

Compar ison
Number

Patche s b
Compared

l

A-6 vs. C-8

2

A-6 vs. E-10

3

a
b
c
d

t Calcul ated

tc

Tabula ted

Hypoth esisd
Reject
Accept

7. 2 8

2.16

X

17.99

2.14

X

D-4 vs. C-8

2. 3 5

2.16

X

4

B-2 vs. E-10

l. 50

2.14

5

A-6 vs. D-4

7.15

2.14

X

6

A-6 vs. B-2

19.44

2.14

X

X

Referen ce 64
Letter refers to mix design ation (Table V)
Numera l refers to patch number
tTabul ated is based on 00.5 signifi cance level
If tCalcu lated > tTabul ated' reject hypoth esis

00
N
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TABLE XIII
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM INTERIM SKID RESISTANC E REQUIREM ENTSa

Mean Traffic
Speed (mph)

a
b
c
d
e

Skid Number
c
SNb
SN40

British Pendulum Number
e
d
BPN NR
BPN SR

0

60

10

50

20

40

30

36

31

50

45.5

40

33

33

55

50

50

32

37

60

54.5

60

31

41

65

59.1

70

31

46

80

31

51

Reference 41, pp. 54, 55
Measured at mean traffic speed
Measured at 40 mph in accordanc e with ASTM E-274
Method of Test
Measured in accordanc e with ASTM E-303 Method of
Test using ASTM E-249 rubber.
Measured in accordanc e with ASTM E-303 Method of
Test using a natural rubber slider (these values
have been computed by the author on the basis of
a 10 percent correctio n as suggested by Kummer
and Moore (57).

TABLE XIV
TIONS
RESULTS OF SKID TESTS ON GLASPHALT FIELD INSTALLA
Loca tion

Date
Inst alle d

Date
Test ed

Test
Meth od

Test
Spee d

Skid Number
Rang e
Aver age

Owe ns-I llino is

10/4 /69

10/1 6/69

ASTM
E274

20 mph

62. 6

50-7 5

Owe ns-I llino is

10/4 /69

10/l l/70

20 mph

49.9

47-5 7

Owe ns-I llino is
Anch or-H ocki ng

10/4 /69
6/8/ 70

10/3 /70
10/3 /70

ASTM
E274
BPTa

Glas s Con taine rs
Corp orat ion
Glas s Con taine rs
Corp orat ion
Glas s Con taine r
Cou ncil of Cana da
Roll a Site A
Fine Mix
Coar se Mix

10/2 6/70

ll/10 /70

10/2 6/70

3/2/ 71

8/29 /70

9/70

7/10 /70
7/10 /70
7/10 /70
7/10 /70

Roll a Site A
Fine Mix
Coar se Mix
a
b

51.5 -69. 6
48.7 -57. 2

--

57. 3
51. 8
38.9 b

25 mph

65. 7

58-7 2

ASTM
E274

20 mph

54

47-6 1

7/12 /70
7/12 /70

BPTa

--

56. 8

BPTa

--

54.4

4/9/ 71
4/9/ 71

BPTa

--

58. 2

BPTa

--

55.6

BPTa
Cali f.
342-C
ASTM
E274

---

ucte d by auth or
Brit ish Port able Test er, ASTM E-30 3-69 , test cond
The Cali forn ia Stat e minimum for this test is 30

33-4 1

46.7 -66. 5
47.0 -60. 7
52.0 -65. 4
49.2 -60. 0

CIJ

+
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TABLE XV
SKID RESISTANCE VALUES (BPN) OBTAINED AT ROLLA SITE A IN
APRIL 1971

Distance from
the West End

South Lane
Outside
Wheel
Track

Inside
Wheel
Track

Inside
Wheel
Track

Outside
Wheel
Track

9

ft

60.1

60.1

60.8

61.0

36

ft

57.4

58.0

58.4

61.6

63

ft

50.la

51.5a

134.5 ft

56.9a

55.la

193

ft

58.la

60.9a

59.1

54.1

213

ft

57.2a

58.0a

63.2

65.4

310

ft

49.2a

53.0a

53.4

56.4

408

ft

52.0a

54.6a

52.0

56.2

55.4

59.8

455.5 ft

a

North Lane

470

ft

57.2a

58.6a

52.4

57.6

558

ft

58.8a

58.4a

57.0a

53. 4a

Designates coarse ffilX
Average BPN for coarse ffilX = 55.6
Average BPN for fine mix = 58. 2

